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Abstract: - The frequency of distributions of oligonucleotides, or k-spectra, of DNA sequences are
often much wider than those expected of compositionally similar random sequences. Here we made
a systematic study of the widths of k-spectra of oligonucleotides two to ten nucleotides long from
all extant prokaryotic and eukaryotic complete genomes and found that, with the exception of one
organism, the k-spectra of all the complete genomes belong to one universality class that is expressed
in a an exceedingly simple formula. The genomes are far from being random sequences, yet they
exhibit strong self-similarity and intervals among identical oligonucleotides conforms to expectation
for uncorrelated events. We show that a simple genome growth model using stochastic segmental
duplication as a major mode of growth can reproduce the genomic data - including the k-spectra,
the universality classes and the self-similarity - in detail. We discuss possible connections between
our findings and the notion that early genomes developed in a proteinless RNA world.
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Genomes have been analyzed as texts of four nucleotides
- A, C, G and T - to look for statistical patterns [1, 2], to
construct a dictionary [3, 4] and to study phylogeny and
evolution [5, 6], among others. Such an analysis may
begin by counting the number of times every oligonu-
cleotide, or word, of a given length (k-mers for k-letter
words) occur in the genome. If the occurrence frequency
is considered as light frequency and the number of k-mers
with that occurrence frequency as light intensity, i.e.,
number of photons, then a distribution of occurrence fre-
quency can be considered analogously to a standard op-
tical spectrum. We henceforth call such a distribution a
k-spectrum. The 1-spectrum of a genome gives the four
numbers forming its base composition. The k-spectra
of a genome for all k’s may say something about the
genome’s large-scale structure. The k-spectra of many
genomes for a single k may reveal properties shared by
genomes. Here we report the result of a systematic study
of a single k-spectrum property, namely its generalized
spectral width (see below) relative to that of a corre-
sponding random sequence. The study’s scope covers all
complete prokaryotic genomes (as of April 2003) and all
chromosomes from complete eukaryotic genomes (July
2003) [7], for k=2 to 10. Our findings are unanticipated.
All data (from all sequences and all k’s) except those
from the genome of the malaria causing parasite Plas-
modium falciparum form a universality class described
by a two-parameter exponential equation with k being
the exponent. Data from the 14 chromosomes of Plas-
modium form a related but distinct class.

Fig. 1 shows three sets of 5-spectra and gives a general
overview of k-spectra for short words. The plots in black
in Fig. 1 are the 5-spectra of three representative com-
plete genomes with different percentages of A+T con-
tent, or p, and the plots in green show the 5-spectra
of corresponding random sequences obtained by thor-
oughly scrambling the genomes (the spectra in orange
are from sequences generated in a growth model, see be-
low). Depending on the value of p, the random spec-
tra are composed of one or more very narrow subspectra
while each of the genomic spectra essentially comprises
a single, much wider distribution. In the general case,
the k-spectrum of a sequence that has approximately the
same number of A and T bases and approximately the

same number of G and C bases - true for most genomes
- is composed of k+1 subspectra that (i) are narrow if
the sequence is random and broad and overlapping if it
is genomic, and (ii) coalesce into a unimodal spectrum
as p approaches 0.5 (see supplementary information). In
this regard the (B) and (C) panels in Fig. 1 may both
be viewed qualitatively as superpositions of six sets of
shifted (A)’s.
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FIG. 1: Frequency occurrence distributions of 5-mers, or 5-spectra, from
three representative prokaryotes. (A) A. fulgidus (with A+T content p=0.5);
(B) S. pneumoniae (p=0.6); (C) C. acetobutylicum (p=0.7). Abscissa give
occurrence frequency and ordinates give number of 5-mers. The black, green
and orange curves are respectively from the complete genomes, the random-
ized genome sequences and sequences generated in a model described in the
text. The spectra shown have been forward and backward averaged to reduce
fluctuation.

We quantify the broadening of a genomic k-spectrum rel-
ative to its random-sequence counterpart as follows. For
each k-spectrum of a complete genome a reduced spectral
width,Mσ, defined as the weighted average of (σm/σ′m)2,
is computed, where σ′m is the expected width of the mth

subspectrum of the random sequence and σm is the width
of the corresponding (underlying) subspectrum of the
genome sequence. The weight for each subspectrum is
given by the number of k-mers in the subspectrum. In
the simplest case, when the k-spectrum of the random
sequence is unimodal ((A) in Fig. 1) - occurring when
p is close to 0.5 - Mσ is just the square of the ratio of
the widths of the genomic and random k-spectra. The
quantity Mσ has some interesting properties that will
become clear later.

The reduced spectral widths of the k-spectrum, k=2 to
10, of 108 complete prokaryotic genomes (the prokary-
otes) and 113 complete chromosomes from ten eukary-
otic genomes (the eukaryotes) are shown against sequence
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FIG. 2: Reduced spectral widths, Mσ , from 108 complete microbial genomes and 113 chromosomes of complete eukaryotic genomes. Each symbol is the

Mσ value of one k-spectrum from one complete sequence. Left panel, Mσ color-coded by organism; right panel, Mσ color-coded by k, excluding data from 14

chromosomes of P. falciparum, where each “k-band” contains data from 207 complete sequences. Data have been multiplied by factor of 210−k to delineate the

k-bands for better viewing. Data for which 4k>L, when Mσ≈1 regardless of sequence content, have been discarded. Straight red lines in the plots are Mσ ∝ L

lines.

length (L) as log-log plots in the two panels of Fig. 2.
Each datum gives theMσ value of one k-spectrum from a
sequence. In the left panel the data are color-coded by or-
ganisms. Data from the three mammals, human (orange
�), mouse (H) and rat (green �) are practically super-
imposed, showing that the present analysis is insensitive
to whatever mutations, from large chromosomal segment
exchanges to gene-modifying point mutations, that may
have caused closely related organisms to diverge. One
general trend of the results is immediately evident: the
data form bands running linearly with L.

In the right panel where data from Plasmodium are ex-
cluded, the data are color-coded after k. Here a sec-
ond prominent feature is that all data from the 207 se-
quences for a given k form a k-band that runs along a
straight Mσ∝L line despite heterogeneity in length (0.2
Mb to 0.3 Bb) and base composition (pAT = 0.2 to 0.8) of
the sequences. For instance, data from the mammalian
chromosomes share the same line with data from the
single-celled parasite E. cuniculi whose chromosomes are
a thousand times shorter. A third feature is that the
bands are close to being equally spaced, with the lower
k-bands lying higher. The average Mσ value for the 2-
band is about 2000 times that of the 10-band.

The complete genomes are self-similar. Fig. 3 (A) shows
two arbitrarily selected examples of this phenomenon, re-
spectively occurring in the 0.29 Gb Rat Chromosome I
(+) and in the 4.6 Mb E. coli genome (•). In each case,
sets of eight segments of lengths equal to 1/2n the full
length, n= 2 to 6 for E. coli and to 10 for Rat Chr. I,
are randomly spliced from the full genome/chromosome
and their Mσ are computed and plotted against seg-
ment length. In the plots, the full-length set include
the original genome/chromosome and randomly selected
segments, one from each of the segment sets that are
not shorter than 1 Mb, replicated to full length. Vir-
tually all the segments have the same Mσ to L ra-
tio as the parent sequence. In the case of E. coli
small deviations are observed only when segment lengths
are shorter than 4k. These results suggest that com-
plete genomes/chromosomes emulate self-organized crit-
ical systems [8].

Although the complete genomes are far removed from

being random sequences, k-mers are distributed along
a complete genome essentially as uncorrelated objects.
The interval distributions for three 4-mers with respec-
tive mean intervals approximately equal, twice and half
the overall mean interval for all 4-mers in E. coli but oth-
erwise randomly selected are shown in Fig. 3 (B). Each
distribution is a simple exponential - with an exponent
inversely proportional to the mean interval - typical of
uncorrelated events. Thus genomes show clear signs of
having been stochastically generated.

The linearity of the k-bands in Fig. 2 implies that for
given k, the quantity Lr(k)=Mσ/L, or effective root-
sequence length, is an approximate universal constant.
In Fig. 3 (C) the black symbols give values for Lr(k)
averaged over k-bands. The geometric recursion formula

Lr(k)/Lr(k − 1) = t; 3 ≤ k ≤ 10 (1)

summarizes the combined prokaryote (N in Fig. 3 (C))
and eukaryote (Plasmodium excluded; �) data, where
Lr(2)=300±180 b and t=2.58±0.44, and reduces the
1893 pieces of data in Fig. 2 (right panel) to two uni-
versal constants. We refer to the data represented by
Eq. (1), whose mean is the straight line in Fig. 3 (C),
as a universality class. Data for the fourteen chromo-
somes of Plasmodium (• in Fig. 3 (C)), the sole excep-
tions to this class, form a related but distinct class given
by Lr(2)=270±120 b and t=1.38±0.04. The two classes
differ only in the value of t, and we refer to the value
Lr(2) ≈ 300 b common to both classes as the universal
root-sequence length.

The 108 prokaryotes are relatively homogeneous in length
- 0.4 to 7 Mb - but highly heterogeneous in percentage
AT content, or p(AT ) - 26% to 0.75%. The inverse is the
case for the eukaryotes where length ranges from 0.2 Mb
to 300 Mb and p(AT ) ranges from 53% to 64%. The ex-
ception is Plasmodium whose p(AT ) is 81±1% [9]. This
alone does not explain why Plasmodium should form its
own universality class because some prokaryotes in the
dominant class also have extremely biased base composi-
tions - U. urealyticum and B. aphidicola are 75% AT and
S. coelicolor is 72% CG.

About 85% of a prokaryote is comprised of coding re-
gions, whereas on the whole most of an eukaryotic chro-
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FIG. 3: (A) Self-similarity of complete genomes. Mσ color-coded by k of randomly selected segments 2n-th the full length of genomes of Rat Chromosome

I (+’s) and E. coli (•’s); (B) Interval distributions of three randomly selected 4-mers in the genome (dark color) and model sequence (light color) for E. coli with

respective mean intervals approximately equal (red/gold), twice (black/gray) and half (navy/sky) the overall mean interval for all 4-mers in E. coli. The straight

lines are the (exponential) distributions expected of uncorrelated events. (C) Effective root-sequence lengths Lr . Each piece of data (with error flags) is obtained

from averaging L/Mσ over a k-band such as those seen in Fig. 2. Black symbols are from genomic data: N, prokaryotes; H, non-coding regions in prokaryotes; �
eukaryotes; • Plasmodium; The red line gives the mean of the relation Eq. (1). Orange symbols show results obtained from model sequences: 4, RPM model for

prokaryotes (L0=30, R=75); N, SRT model for prokaryotes (L0=200, l̄=20±12); �, SRT/SLRT model for eukaryotes (l̄L=5000±5000); •, SRT/SLRT model

for Plasmodium (same as above but l̄=60±36 in SRT phase). (D) Reduced spectral widths for k-spectra, k=2 to 10, of 207 sequences in the control set (dark

colored symbols) and for 2-spectra (multiplied by factor 3) of complete prokaryotes (yellow) and eukaryotes (green).

mosome is non-coding (coding regions make up less than
2% of the human genome). In Fig. 3 (C) the Lr(k) for
sequences obtained by concatenating the noncoding seg-
ments in prokaryotes are shown as H. Compared to the
their overall k-dependence, the difference between the
data for whole genomes and for noncoding segments is
secondary and one may infer that no essential difference
between coding and noncoding regions obtains. (Codons
must be read in the open reading frame - one of six pos-
sible frames - and they seem not to make a major impact
on 3-spectra.)

In what follows we say an “m-replica” is generated by
replicating m times a random “root”-sequence. The re-
duced spectral width Mσ was defined such that its ex-
pected value for any k-spectrum of an m-replica is m.
We have generated a control set of 207 sequences whose
members are replicas with 300 b random root-sequences
such that, corresponding to a genomic sequence of length
L and base composition p in the combined set of prokary-
otes and eukaryotes (Plasmodium excluded), there is a
L/300-replica with the base compositions in the control
set. The Mσ of the k-spectra, k=2 to 10, for all se-
quences in the control set were computed and the re-
sults shown in Fig. 3 (D) (symbols in dark color) confirm
expectation: Mσ approximately equals L/300, respec-
tively, independent of p and k. Since it is very difficult
to greatly increase the value of Mσ by any means other
than replication/duplication, we infer the following from
these results: a large value forMσ suggests a correspond-
ingly large amount of replication in the sequence and,
for a set of sequences, linear dependence of Mσ on se-
quence length suggests a common root-sequence length
for the set. If it is assumed that a sequence having a large
Mσ is a result of replication/duplication from a random
root-sequence, then the root-sequence must not be longer
than L/Mσ, because any randomizing action on a se-
quence reduces Mσ. Hence our usage of the term effec-
tive root-sequence length for Lr(k). Because the data
show Lr(k) increasing with k, the shortest root-sequence
length, Lr(2), is the crucial length. From the data and
the universality class we can infer that a very high degree
of replication/duplication occurred during the formation
of the complete genomes under study and that this pro-

cess began when the genomes’ ancestors were not longer
than the universal root-sequence length of 300 b.

In Fig. 3 (D) the data for the control set closely follow
the k=2 band of genomic data, shown again as yellow
(prokaryotes) and green (eukaryotes) symbols (here for
better visibility: boosted by a factor of 3). However,
the presence of a strong k-dependence in the genome
data (right panel, Fig. 2) and its absence in the con-
trol set data rule out the possibility that the complete
genomes/chromosomes are simple replicas, a finding in-
dependently corroborated by other sources [10, 11]. The
observed k-dependence need be accounted for by another
mechanism of genome growth. We have inquired into
two mechanisms that entail the elements of duplication
and stochasticity in differing combinations. Each has
been incorporated into a simple two-parameter growth
model: (i) Replication plus random mutation (RPM)
model where a random sequence (with preselected p) of
length L0 is replicated to full genome length, followed by
random point mutations at the rate of R mutations per
100 b sequence length; (ii) Stochastic replicative transpo-
sition (SRT) model in which an initial random sequence
of length L0 is grown via repeated duplication of ran-
domly selected short segments of average length l̄ and
random transposition. The models generate random se-
quences in the large R and small l̄ limits and simple repli-
cas in the opposite limits. In an extension of SRT, called
SLRT, a sequence first generated in SRT to a length of 1
Mb is further extended by stochastic replicative transpo-
sition, but with long segments whose average l̄L is much
greater than l̄.

Some of the modeling efforts are shown as orange sym-
bols in Fig. 3 (C). The data (black symbols) in Fig. 3
(C) impose severe constraints on the parameters of the
model. The initial length L0 needs to be a less than
Lr(2)≈300 b and the slope of the logLr versus k curve
puts strict limits on the mutation rate R and average
length of duplicated segments l̄ - a larger slope requires
a larger R and/or a smaller l̄. Curiously, the value of
l̄ (20±12 b) is very close to the size (18-25 nt) of mi-
croRNAs, small regulatory RNAs that have recently been
found to be prolific at least in eukaryotes [12]. Given
their extreme simplicity, the model results reproduce the
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main features of the genome data reasonably well. The
SRT results are slightly better than those of RMP. The
SRT and SRT/SLRT model sequences reproduce the k-
spectra (orange in Fig. 1), self-similarity (Fig. 3 (A)) and
interval distributions (Fig. 3 (B)) of the genomes. The
simplicity of the growth mechanisms and the fact that
they are driven by stochastic events underlie the robust-
ness of the results and may explain the emergence of the
universality classes. Their heuristic utility notwithstand-
ing, neither RPM nor SRT in isolation provides a realistic
model of the early large-scale growth of genomes; a real-
istic model should be closer to being a hybrid. It is to be
understood that in any such model all the key elements -
genome replication, point mutation, replicative transpo-
sition - are mutation events and are subject to the usual
rule of natural selection: only non-deleterious events can
be fixed.

There is abundant evidence that genomes used large
duplications as one mode for its growth: the large
amounts of repeats in both prokaryotes [13] and eukary-
otes [14, 15]; the preponderance of homologous genes and
pseudogenes in all life forms [16]; chromosome segment
exchanges that to seem characterize mammalian [17] and
plant [18] radiations. Not surprisingly such a growth
strategy has been shown to have the ability to greatly

enhance the rate of evolution [19] and to increase the
robustness of organisms [20]. Our study suggests that
duplication may have been a dominant mode of growth
very early on in the life of genomes, mostly likely when
genomes were not more than 300 b long. This in turn
may be taken as at least weakly supporting the conjec-
ture that the ancestors of present-day genomes started
life in the proteinless RNA world [21]. A genome not
more than 300 nt in length would have been large enough
to harbor a sufficient number of small ribozymes (of the
order of 30 nt [22]) providing it the ability to replicate
reliably but would have been too small to encode enzy-
matic proteins. The SRT/SLRT model may be under-
stood as a coarse-grain representation of genome growth
in a world in which primitive genomes evolved, diverged
and grew via small duplications (presumably with the
aid of small ribozymes), and later (with the arrival of
proteins and enzymes) acquired the ability to undergo
duplication on much larger scales. How realistic is such
a picture and how such duplications were modified and
fine-tuned by point mutations to enhance species fitness
and affect species diversion are issues still to be settled.
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